Applying Boot Saver
Needed items:
1. Mota Boot Saver (included with all Mojo boots, also available after market)
2. Contact Cement (Rubber Cement) from any hardware store, any brand
3. Masking tape (Paper Tape) best is 2” wide. Clear packing tape works as well.
Instructions:
1. Find the boot saver left/right. (on the back side there is a L or R)
2. Spread thin layer of glue on both the boot saver and the toe are of the boot (important to be sure the
glue covers the entire boot saver and the glue covers a large enough area on the boot that the entire
boot saver makes contact to glue when applied.
3. Let the glue set on both the boot and the boot saver for about 10 minutes (glue should not be tacky or
wet).
4. Apply boot saver, the high/pointed shape on the boot saver lines up with the zipper or center of toe. If
no lace covers, you will find a small notch in the leather toe protection which is the center.
a. Press from center to edges, pressing as hard as you can then continue to press entire saver
making extra emphasis on the outside edges for about 1-2 minutes.
b. Tap with rubber mallet or small hammer also helps. Continue applying as much pressure as you
can.
5. Use your finger or rubber to remove the excess glue around the boot saver. Must do this before
putting the tape on. Glue is difficult to remove after it cures overnight.
a. Put tape over the entire boot saver, extending about 2-3 inches past each side, pull the tape
tight as you stick the tape to the boot. Leave the boot/saver to cure overnight.

NOTE: key to success
-Glue covering entire area on both boot and saver.
-Patiently wait for glue to set up before putting the saver on the boot (about 10 minutes)
-Let set with tape while glue cures (overnight is best)

